
DHS Circle Groups - Fall 2018 
Big 6 Summary Statements 

 
What changes or big ideas do we have for more equitable 

Small Learning Communities?  
 

Group 1 

Structural: Eliminate electives from SLCs and their identity to helm them 
become more the same. 

Structural: Eliminate Parent Choice (help distribute students more equitably)  

Structural: Special Needs students should be able to easily fit into each SLC 

General: Improve differentiation strategies for EL students across SLCs (translate 
into home language) 

 

 

GROUP 2 

Common assessment/project for 9th and 10th graders Learning outcomes 

shared 

Two Way Community Education:  Improve community communication so that 

SLC info is clear and universal 

Eliminate electives and entry by lotto (balanced by special needs, etc., gender) 

Eliminate choice/no electives 

Add electives or make elective structures uniform (number of electives 

standardized) 

Adding “no SLC” option (active consent to no SLC) 



 

 

GROUP 3 

Learning outcomes: Define and aligning learning outcomes both horizontally 

and vertically 

Clear Characteristics: Clear commonalities across all SLC’s and clear 

distinctions/what makes them unique 

Assigning SLC’s: 1) Investigate impact of choice, if not everyone can get their 

choice then reassess how we choose and what other solutions/options there 

are 

Need Data: 1) Look at existing Drake and national data. 2) Collect new data that 

has been identified by drake staff as essential to solving equity+other issues 

(agree on what data we need and how we want to measure it) 3) need data 

analyst, some of whom are Drake teachers-a committee 

 

GROUP 4 

No choice for SLC 

Standardization of outcomes, policies and platforms 

Intentional vertical alignment between grades 

Equal number of IEP's, 504, etc. 

Common SLC structure 

Teacher equity - same number of preps 

 

 

GROUP 5 



Remove student/parent choice / or choose by elective? 

Equity of expectations--core study 

Longitudinal data (8th-11th) 

SDC inclusion 

Hybrid for all 9th graders (choose SLC or traditional) 

Transparency of placement process 

 Clarify identity of SLCs to parents/students 

 

 

GROUP 6 (Tiers are based on rankings) 

Tier 1: 3x3 with no choice.. still blended 9/10.. still have ‘houses’.. science? May 

or may not be in it..perhaps 3rd class is elective.. 

Tier 1: 2x2 SLC with English/history.. no choice.. all students in 9/10 blends.. all 

SLCs agree on learning outcomes.. 

Tier 2: SLC super-group: identify best 8-12 weeks of ‘power house’ curriculum. 

Add up to 36 weeks of solid curriculum.. no choice, all students get ‘the same’ 

thing. 

Tier 3: Adding more data to our conversation.. examining actual statistics about 

incoming 8th graders and why they make the choices they do 

Tier 3: Have a ‘No SLC’ option. (as an escape valve for students who want out 

and an option for students who want more control over their schedules.. 

(honors course, special electives, etc.). 

Tier 4: Allow for differences in SLCs based on themes (reflecting diversity of 

community.. we have students who want to be ‘artists, musicians, academics, 

athletes’.. Allow SLCs to mirror these themes. 



Tier 4: Pods based on elective choice.. same English/history.. variety comes from 

elective sign up.. which choose their name each year.. eliminating labeling. 

Tier 4: All SLC could agree to field trip equity.. (same type.. lengths, number of 

days..etc.). 

 

 

GROUP 7 

Common summative assessments to measure outcomes. 

Coordinate field trips so SLC’s do not miss non SLC classes. 

 SLC’s should be 3.5x3.5 with different electives for each SLC (such as art, 

drama, principles of tech, music, PE, world language….). Students take one 

elective in two years. Students are allowed choice of SLC. 

Common agreements on teaching practices and outcomes. 

All SLC’s are 4x4’s with two years of electives 

Eliminate choice for SLC’s 

 
 


